INTRODUCTION
Composite material evaluation still remains a tricky business for various configurations of materials, structures, and of manufacturing and aging processes. The main issue is how to distinguish critical defects in materials which provide naturally a low SIN ratio. Other diagnosis problems such as bounding and water ingress, or corrosion for metallics will benefit from the utilization of signal processing and in particular of the Wavelet Transformation which should offer a more exhanstive and smart approach in signal processing than the standard FFT or Split spectrum procedures.
Non Destructive Testing is still mainly aimed at detecting, sizing and identifYing defects in structural materials. It will rely more and more on two type of techniques: -global methods such as Infrared Thermography, Shearography and Acoustical Interferometry, which allow to detect rapidly indications. These indications can be flaws or not.
-reference methods typically ultrasounds and eddy currents which firstly enable identification of the previously detected indications, and secondly allow further quantification by sizing and positioning them within the material.
The reference methods make increasing use of signal processing tools in order to enhance defect identification for a reliable diagnostic. Conventional ultrasonic analysis is carried out with the reflected echoes from one side of the part. Up to now, two separate analysis are performed, one in the time domain and one in the frequency domain. Information extracted from these techniques is not sufficient whatever is the presentation, types A-scan, B-scan, C-scan, D-scan, F-scan; for example FFT analysis which is used to extract frequency information, does not allow a comprehensive exploitation of the rich non stationary information the signals provide.
Wavelet transformation offers the ability to highlight small features in signal by a multiresolution decomposition. A lot ofwOlk has been devoted to its utilization and increasingly in Non Destructive Testing for methods such as U1trasounds and Eddy currents.
In order to help the inspector in the making of his diagnostic, artificial intelligence has been used extensively. In particular neural networks have been applied to various types of applications, however the results rely very much on the appropriate training set. Specific features have been selected to set up the training set, they have been extracted from the wavelet transform representations obtained with image processing procedures. From a mother wavelet, a family of analyzing wavelets can be built in the time-frequency domain with time-expansion or time-contI'action. In the discrete case, the wavelet transform is given as:
(I) where x(n) is the sampled signal; 'I'(t) is the mother wavelet; !j is the discrete temporal translation parnmeter; and a; is the discrete frequency expansion parameter. The result of the wavelet transform is a complex image. We have first used the modulus (called scalogram), which is far less complicated to study than the phase information. Each point of the complex processed image shows the degree of likeness (or the distance) between the ultrasonic waveform and the wavelet located in time and frequency.
This technique is called a multiresolution analysis. A short window allows to analyze transient high frequency signals whereas a laIge window is used for continuous and low frequency signals (in opposition to the short term Fourier transform which keeps the same size of analyzing time window with a variable number of bursts).
With this technique, the mother wavelet has to satisfy the following properties: -to be continuous, integra1>le, square integra1>le (finite energy).
-to be analytic (no negative frequency).
-to be admissible ( equivalent to be oscillating, null average if differentiable).
Because of its similitude with UT signatures, we choose the Morlet wavelet :
with c=5 and «=1 (2) The idea is to build a sufficiently complete data set in order to feed an artificial intelligence system, capable of pattem recognition (neural netwotk). This training data set will be formed with temporal and frequency features displayed by the wavelet transform. Figure I summarizes the scheme applied for UT waveform characterization. The reference analysis technique used is based on a voxel C-scan recording, issued from the glass echo reflection method of inspection. It allows to isolate representative UT signatures (A-scan) of selected defects. A :spectral examination (FFI) of these A-scans gives us the frequency range necessary for the adjustment of the wavelet transform parameters.
Following signal processing is the image procedure stage. The scalogram morphological analysis by image processing is carried out in 3 steps : _ cutting out a region of interest (defect echo inside the sample, or backwall echo, or glass echo). _ normalized thresholding and binarization (the threshold is set at 50% of the maximum). _ pattern creation: skeletonization, edge detection, or characteristic parameters extraction. Mixed with the knowledge of the selected defect, each precedent patterns will make up one example for the expert system training set. So, the training set should explore a maximum of configurations. Defect quantification is rather difficult to be carried out at a time. Thus the methodology must be divided in many sub-problems (firstly defect identification; secondly characteristic measurement of each defect, i.e. porosity ratio, size of debonding or delamination ... ). Hereafter, we will be only interested in porosity defect evaluation, with glass or backwall echo analysis.
It is necessary to find an efficient pre-processing algorithm in order to compress information of the raw images (like edge or skeleton), and to have a sufficiently strong neural network simulator to make image recognition. So, our first approach consists in using characteristic parameters of shapes detected in the scalogram, which are definitely more economic than the edge or skeleton ones. Binarized scalogram at -&lB Figure 2 . Glass echo scalogram, binarized image, and some of its corresponding parameters.
Pertinence Analysis
Each characteristic parameter (see figure 2 ) of a binarized scalogram expresses a physical behavior :
-area and perimeter as energy (with a fixed threshold (not normalized), the more the echo is big, the larger the area of the parameter will be).
-the center of gravity and maximum of energy for the time and frequency locations. -the surrounding rectangle expressing time width (6t) and frequency width (M).
-the inertia axis orientation and maximum of elongation for M / tlt ratio.
However, all parameters are not actually significant, and many of them can be redundant. In order to sort out the most representative ones, a pertinence analysis with true data has been proposed. It consists in building progress rules of every parameter as a function of UT signal attenuation (average of about hundred A-scans in each attenuation gap). Use of pertinent parameters will make example generalization by the neural network easier.
Four composite material samples have been used. The first one was sound (porosity rate around 0.1 %). The three last test samples present the same non-uniform distribution, with a porosity rate ranging from 0.1% to 0.6%. Figure 3 presents an example of a selected pertinent parameter, the center frequency . The processed progress rule shows a linear decreasing trend, in accordance with the theoretical frequency behavior of ultrasonic waves. The standard deviation which has not been drawn on the graph, is around 0.4 Mhz. For the glass echo analysis (normalized threshold), three other parameters have been selected, the frequency of maximum of energy, frequency width, and temporal width, for the back wall echo (not-normalized threshold), the area was selected.
Neural Network
In the last few years a lot ofNDE studies have shown interest in the use of neural networks to help in the making of the decision, their application field is wide, it stretches from classification, process driving to filter generation. Here, a neural network is used as a classification tool.
Neural networks are structural models, including two kinds of component: -the neurons (n inputs and one output).
-the synapses (one input and one output). Each component behavior is defined as a function of its inputs, its internal state, and time if necessary. For us, the two components (synapses followed by neuron) make a weighted sum of their inputs (see figures 5 & 6). Neural networks can be generally depicted like an orientated graph, where each knot is a component, and each orientated arc is a uni-directional information path. The neural networks learn with automatic heuristic techniques, carried out in three stages : -the simulation. It consists in propagating information through the neural network, from input to output. -the estimation. A quality criteria allows to measure neural network knOWledge. For supervised learning (theoretical outputs are known), this criteria can be the SSE (Sum of Squared Error) or MSE (Mean Squared Error) between the desired (true) output and the simulated output.
-the modification. The obtained error will dmw network parameter change (synapse weights), in order to come up to the required specifications. In our case, the neural netwotK is a classical three-layer feedforward netwotK, and the learning rule is an enhanced version ofbackpropagation (with momentum or adaptive learning rare). Seveml practical examples have proved that it is an efficient configuration for classification problems. The input vector will be constituted by 4 or 5 characteristic parameters (see pertinence analysis), or a skeleton/edge image, and the output vector by seveml porosity gaps.
We are faced with new difficulties to build the training set, because as the porosity ratio is measured on a microscope, the selection of the analyzed cross section of the samples as a function of the UT data is not an accurate operation. Due to the samples available, we firstly tried to tie experimentally ultrasonic wavefonn attenuation with porosity ratio. We hope that the selected characteristic parameters mixed with attenuation infonnation will improve pattem classification quality, and afterwards porosity ratio estimation.
CONCLUSION
Wavelet Transfonn has revealed itself to be a very powerful signal processing tool used for various applications, filtering, data compression and in our case for time to frequency analysis. The Morlet wavelet was selected amid the well known" mother wavelets ". This wavelet transfonnation has been assessed in order to enhance defect features and to improve signal to noise ratio for composite parts with different amount of porosity and delaminations. In a first approach only the modulus infonnation has been taken into account, we have obtained interesting features out of the wavelet transfonn that we applied to the ultrasonic signals.
The idea behind the utilization of the wavelet transfonn was to feed a neural netwotK with the appropriate parameters in order to provide a comprehensive, repeatable and reliable diagnostic. Image enhancing techniques have therefore been applied to the time-frequency cartography or spectogram obtained for each defect, thereby establishing a new and more comprehensive way to characterize defect with specific features. The more relevant parameters are being analyzed for different types of defect which are specific to composite materials, however our WOtK has first been concentrated on porosity defect type.
Perspectives to assess the full potential of this processing method and of neural netwotKs for automatic defect recognition are attractive. They also will concem the exploitation of the phase infonnation as well as using other types of mother wavelet such as the "Daubechie" one which can take into account the frequency shift due to the material absorption.
